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**Exploratory and Stratigraphic Test Wells**

- **Spud year**
  - 2019
  - 2018
  - 2017

- **Existing Wells**
  - Approve for Gas Storage

- **Oil & Gas Unit**

**Hilcorp**
- Planning to drill two rotary sidetrack wells, GP-53 and GP-55, and maintain production at Granite Point Unit. GP-53RD completed and online with initial rate of ~950 BOPD.
- Planning to drill two new grass roots development wells at Cannery Loop Unit.
- Planning to drill development well at North Cook Inlet Unit in 2020.
- Plan to drill two to four exploratory wells in lower Cook Inlet April-October 2020, pending results of 3D seismic survey.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.
- Identified six prospects in Grassim Oskolkoff PA at Ninilchik Unit with drilling possible in 2020 or 2021 POD periods.

**HEX**
- Successfully bid on assets of Furie including Kitchen Lights Unit and associated infrastructure for $15 million.

**BlueCrest Alaska**
- Planning to install two subsea power cables to Baker and Dillon platforms at Middle Ground Shoal Unit in anticipation of potential platform reactivation.

**Division of Oil and Gas**
- Issued decision of no substantial new information for 2020 Alaska Peninsula Area wide lease sale.
- Augmenting Cook Inlet Area wide lease sale area with Southeast Cook Inlet exploration license area.
- Moquawkie 2D seismic survey recently released through the Geologic Materials Center.

**Division of Oil and Gas**
- Reviewing Raser Power System’s application for geothermal prospecting permit on three Mt. Spurr tracts.

**Doyon, Ltd. - Hilcorp**
- Signed agreement for two-phase oil and gas exploration program in Yukon Flats area. Phase 1 will be conducted 2020-21 and include airborne gravity surveys and data analysis. Phase 2 (depending on data from phase 1) would be conducted in 2022-23 and consist of a seismic survey.